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Kristin Sesselja
Kristin is a singer and a songwriter born
and raised in Reykjavík. From a young
age Kristin has written songs and she
has a good ear for catchy melodies
and intimate lyrics that provide insight
into the lives of people Kristin’s age
Kristin was recently awarded the title of
Newcomer of the Year at the Icelandic
Listeners Awards and she was also
nominated for the same title at the
Icelandic music awards
She’s had 3 songs on the National
Broadcasting service’s top 40 list and
reached a peak of number 1 with her
song Earthquake.
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Baldvin Hlynsson
Baldvin is a producer, songwriter and jazz
pianist. He has released jazz albums and
won newcomer of the year at the 2018
Icelandic Music Awards in the jazz and
blues category.
He has worked closely with successful
Icelandic artists such as Auður, Sturla
Atlas, Salóme Katrín and Clubdub.
Baldvin now attends the Royal academy
of music in Stockholm but persists in
further growing his career as a pop
producer.
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List of achievements
In the past year Kristin Sesselja has garnered some really impressive achievements. These include
having 3 singles stay on Iceland’s National Broadcasting Service’s (Rás 2) TOP 40 list for 4, 8 and
16 weeks. The last two staying in the top 5 for a majority of that time. Earthquake reached a
peak position at Number 1 and W.A.I.S.T.D. went number 3
Kristin was voted Newcomer of the Year at the Icelandic Listeners Awards. An event held by 3 of
Iceland’c biggest radio stations. She was also nominated for the same title at the Icelandic Music
Awards.
Kristin performed at Eurosonic Noorderslag and her act was mentioned as the 4th best act of her
night.
Her sophomore EP got selected as Album of the Week at Rás 2
Icelandic media seems to be a fan of Kristin and has done interviews with her on various platforms
such as Morgunblaðið, Fréttablaðið, Vísir and RÚV
Online blogs such as Grapevine, Wolf in a suit, Scandipop and Echowave magazine have also
written about Kristin.

W.A.I.S.T.D. (what am I supposed to do)
On 2.April Kristin followed the release of
her sophomore EP with an empowering
love song. The song is a quirky and
badass anthem for people that find
themselves falling in love when they’re
used to being hurt. The song is currently
at number 3 on Bylgjan’s top 20 list. It had
the same position on the National
Broadcasting Service’s top 40 list and sat
on the list for 4 weeks.

Past singles
What Would I Do Without You? was released on May 8th
along with a video. As well as garnering interest from
international listeners the song reached a peak at at

number 5 on National broadcast’s top 40 list. It also sat
at number 36 on K100’s list which takes in both radio play
and streams from Spotify.
Secret was released on the 5th of July and has gained a
lot of international interest. It landed on big editorial
Spotify playlists such as New Music Friday Sweden,

Norway and Iceland as well as being on the “Indie
highlights” playlist and a popular Norwegian playlist
“Smil!”. The song is Kristin’s biggest song in terms of
streams, with over 100.000 streams!

Past singles
Type landed on New Music Friday Iceland and Sweden
and other editorial spotify playlists as well as getting plays
on local radio. The laid back single also got radio plays in

Germany and the Faroe Islands
FUCKBOYS, the most anticipated single of the album
gathered a lot of attention from Icelandic media,
specifically due to it’s music video. Kristin’s engaged
listeners helped get the song to the amount of streams it is
at today. The song was featured on Grapevine’s
September playlist.

Click to watch the FUCKBOYS music video

Earthquake
“Earthquake”, the last single off of
Kristin’s sophomore EP was inspired
by the likes of the Beatles and Taylor
Swift. The song landed on Iceland’s
National Broadcasting Service’s TOP
40 list for 16 weeks, reaching a peak
of Number 1.
Click here to watch a live performance

Breakup Blues
Breakup Blues is Kristin's second EP but
much more mature, personal and
poppy than her former EP “Freckles”.
Containing the singles "FUCKBOYS" and
"What Would I Do Without You?" the EP
deals with various emotions through the
trauma of heartbreak and follows her on
a journey to self acceptance and
finding happiness through all the
sadness.
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